Your participation in KU Select 2019 connects you with a global community consisting of more than 575 libraries, investing collectively to make scholarly content available Open Access. Book titles have been selected by a group of more than 180 librarians on the KU Selection Committee. This cooperative approach is less expensive than the purchase of single copies by each library—plus you are contributing to the advancement of scholarly communications as a whole, by making quality content freely available to readers all over the world.

The collection includes highly relevant titles from over 50 established scholarly publishers. Including book titles from university presses, Open Access publishers and commercial publishers from across the globe. With the support of 250 libraries at the full pledging price, the complete collection can be unlatched resulting in all titles becoming available Open Access. Titles will be hosted on the Open Research Library, OAPEN, JSTOR and MUSEOpen under Creative Commons licenses and preserved by Portico. High quality MARC records will be provided by OCLC and quarterly usage reporting on the uptake of titles will be provided by KU.

HSS Books

• 343 books
• 151 Frontlist titles (Oct 2019 – Oct 2020)
• 192 Backlist titles (2008 – 2018)
• Covering subject areas within the Humanities And Social Sciences

Pledge your support for the full collection at a rate of $11,740 // €9,950 // £8,755 (excl. VAT)

STEM Books

• 48 books
• 23 Frontlist titles (Oct 2019 – Oct 2020)
• Covering subject areas within the STEM subject areas

Pledge your support for the full collection at a rate of $2,395 // €2,035 // £1,795 (excl. VAT)

Register for a non-binding account at app.knowledgeunlatched.org to receive notifications about the collections, chat with us, view the metadata, and pledge your support.
To read more about KU Select Books 2019, visit: knowledgeunlatched.org/ku-select-2019-books-libraries/